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I Have a New Motivation
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The Father has given me:
• A new name (Justification)
• A new nature (Sanctification)
• A new strength (the Holy Spirit)
• A new motivation (Purpose and Calling)
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Exercise: Describe a time in your life when you were focused and
totally motivated. (sports/ business/ family/ hobby, etc)
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What part of this motivation was because of your Dad, and what
part was in spite of your Dad?
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My new motivation:

My new motivation:

“And the Word became flesh and dwelt among us, and we have
seen his glory, glory as of the only Son from the Father, full
of grace and truth. “
John 1:14
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1) Glory:

1) Glory:

Jesus Christ is the satisfaction of my soul’s search for glory.
I was designed for glory.
I fell from glory.
I search for glory.
Lord, help me today to experience authentic glory
(satisfaction in Christ)
By means of grace alone
(repentance and forgiveness)
According to the truth of your Word.
(guidance and freedom)
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2)
. Grace:

2)
. Grace:

Glory becomes personal and real as I walk in Grace.

Two choices for relating to God:
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Two choices for relating to God:

Pleasing God

Trusting God
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“Done
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Humility
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3) Truth:

3) Truth:

“Reason is to truth what performance is to grace—--a rival
worldview leading to unwanted destinies.” Randy Pope
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We lost it all.
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Jesus did it all.
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We get it all.

We get it all.

Discussion Questions:
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1) What was your first profound experience of God’s grace?

1) What was your first profound experience of God’s grace?

2) Which of these four aspects of your new identity needs the
most concentration for you?

2) Which of these four aspects of your new identity needs the
most concentration for you?

•
•
•
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A new name (Justification)
A new nature (Sanctification)
A new strength (the Holy Spirit)
A new motivation (Purpose and Calling)
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